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About the book 
 

ISBN: 978-1-913680-06-0 

Publication date: 28 January 2021 

Publisher: Dixi Books (London, UK)  

Webpage: https://dixibooks.com/categories/ecology/thirteen-paces-by-four 

 

Blurb: Triggered by the Covid-19 lockdown, the author, a passionate conservationist, finds 
himself drawing inspiration from goings-on in the small back garden of his terraced 
suburban house, an outdoor space that he has measured at thirteen paces long by four 
paces wide. Contemplating what a love of nature really means and implies, the author 
weaves a narrative of interlinked ideas that are integral to humanity’s positive cohabitation 
of Earth with the rest of life. 
 

About the author: Joe Gray is a field naturalist and eco-activist based in St Albans, UK. 
He is a co-founder of The Ecological Citizen and a knowledge advisor on ecological ethics 
for the United Nations’ Harmony with Nature programme. He also writes eco-fiction under 
the pen name Dewey Dabbar. 
 

Interview with the author about the book (listen from 07:30 to 15:15):  
https://www.radioverulam.com/podcast/sustfest21-is-go-and-the-new-local-book-perfect-for-here-now/ 
 

Goodreads page: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/54651345-thirteen-paces-by-four 
 

Booking Joe to speak: If you would like to book Joe as speaker for an online event, 
please contact Ayse Ozden at Dixi Books (ayse@dixibooks.com).  
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Suggestions for a book club discussion 
 
PRE-READING QUESTIONS 
 
Q1. What do you think the role of ‘everyday citizens’ could and should be in regard to 
remedying the ecological crisis? 
 

Q2. Do you think that feelings of despair in modern society can overwhelm efforts to help 
heal the Earth? And what factors might drive people to push on nevertheless? 
 

Q3. Do you believe that one small garden could make a meaningful difference in efforts to 
conserve biodiversity? 

 
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER AFTER READING THE BOOK 
 
Q4. Do you agree with the author’s contention that “the roots of change gain their firmest 
grip in the humus of individual actions”? 
 

Q5. Did you think that the author’s use of humour in describing many serious situations 
was appropriate to the material and beneficial for your reading experience? 
 

Q6. Did you agree with the author’s choice to not include a photo showing all of the 
garden? 
 

Q7. Did you think that the overall message was more one of hope or more one of a dire 
ecological predicament? 
 

Q8. Is there a piece of land that you have some control of (a garden or some other kind of 
land), for which this book has made you think differently about your approach? 
 

Q9. Do you think that the distinction the author makes between ‘deep green’ and ‘light 
green’ environmentalism is an important one? 


